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Abstract
This paper presents a model checking algorithm for Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) with
looping, repeat, test, intersection, converse, program complementation as well as context-free pro-
grams. The algorithm shows that the model checking problem for PDL remains PTIME-complete in
the presence of all these operators, in contrast to the high increase in complexity that they cause for
the satisfiability problem.
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1. Introduction
Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) [1–3] was introduced by Fischer and Ladner [4] in
the late 70s as a formalism for reasoning about programs. Soon afterwards the logic was
outdated for that purpose through the introduction of the modal µ-calculus, a much more
expressive logic with just little higher complexity. Also, other temporal logics like LTL or
CTL have had greater success as specification logics because of their expressive power or
just because of a syntax that is more appealing to non-logicians.
However, PDL has, by now, become a standard logic that, on the whole, is far from being
outdated. There is hardly any other logic (apart from general-purpose predicate logic) that
occurs in, has links to, and is used at the same time in different areas within computer
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program verification [5], to describe the dynamic evolution of agent-based systems [6],
for planning [7] or knowledge engineering [8,9], it has links to epistemic logics [10], it is
closely related to description logics [11], etc.
The different contexts in which PDL or a close relative of it is used have led to the
development of a number of extensions. PDL, in its pure form, is a multi-modal logic in
which the accessibility relations in Kripke structures form a Kleene algebra, that is the
closure of a finite set of binary relations under the operations union, relation composition
and finite iteration. Due to PDL’s original purpose, the elements of the Kleene algebra are
called programs. Consequently, we call the nodes of a Kripke structure states.
There are two ways to enhance PDL: adding new operators on the formula level or
on the program level. Here we consider PDL with the additional formulas repeat(α)
and loop(α) [12]. The former postulates the possibility to iterate α ad infinitum—
clearly something useful in the specification of reactive systems. For example ¬〈(a ∪
b)∗〉repeat(a) says that there is no run on which b happens finitely many times only.
The formula loop(α) is true in states of a Kripke structure that can run program α and
get back to themselves. Hence, PDL with the loop-construct loses the tree model property
and might therefore be less attractive for program verification because its formulas are not
invariant under bisimulation anymore. However, in description logics programs correspond
to roles, and with the loop-construct it is possible to define self-application as a concept.
For example, the formula part ¬loop(before+) could say in an assembly process
the relation determining the order in which parts are assembled, is well-founded.
Other interesting logics are obtained by enriching the Kleene algebra. The test-operator
turns a formula into a program that stalls in a state not satisfying the formula. It can be
used to model conditional branching: if ϕ then α else β ≡ ϕ?;α ∪ (¬ϕ)?;β .
The converse-operator runs a program backwards [12]. It can be used to form consis-
tency checks for example: is_son_of (father unionsq mother)−1.
The intersection operator [13] can be used to reason about the parallel execution of
two programs. For instance, [(read∪write)∗]¬〈read∩write〉tt could say that it is
never possible that some data is both read and written at the same time.
The negation operator forms the complement of a program. The formula
[is_relative]employable for example could be used to check that every individual
A who is not a relative of B can be employed by B .
Another way of enriching the program part of PDL has been taken by considering non-
regular PDL [14]. There, programs are composed from atomic ones as words of a context-
free language—as opposed to regular languages obtained by using union, concatenation
and the Kleene star only.
Clearly, adding operators to a logic can increase the complexity of the logic’s decision
problems. This is the case for PDL’s satisfiability problem which is EXPTIME-complete
in the presence of test and converse [4,15–17]. Adding the intersection operator on pro-
grams makes it 2EXPTIME-complete [18,19]. It becomes undecidable in the presence of
the negation operator [3] or when non-regular programs are introduced [14].
The other main problem associated with a logic is the model checking problem: given
an interpretation for a formula, does it satisfy the formula? Its importance varies with the
context in which PDL is considered. Program verification for example is unimaginable
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their model checking problems also find a number of applications like contextual reason-
ing [20], information retrieval [21], etc. Epistemic properties are also used for correctness
specifications and are verified using model checking [22,23]
The model checking problem for pure PDL is PTIME-complete. For the lower bound
even less is needed. Model checking modal logic K, i.e., PDL with one atomic program
and no operations on it, is already PTIME-hard. Inclusion in PTIME was proved in [4]. In
fact, model checking PDL is possible even in linear time. Here we show that PDL’s model
checking problem remains in PTIME in the presence of the operators mentioned above.
This is still true if programs are allowed to be combinations of context-free ones using all
of the operators above.
We present a global model checking algorithm for Propositional Dynamic Logic with
all the extras mentioned so far that only requires simple manipulations—known from linear
algebra—on adjacency matrices representing Kripke structures.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Adjacency matrices
Let B be the boolean lattice of values {0,1} with partial order 0 1, joins a ∨ b, meets
a ∧ b and complementation a. Bn×n denotes the set of all matrices of size n × n for some
n ∈ N with entries from B. We will use capital letters like A for matrices. Their entries will
either be denoted using indexing, e.g. (A)ij , or corresponding lower case letters. E.g. aij
denotes A’s entry in the ith row and the j th column for 0 i, j < n.
The pointwise partial order on Bn×n is defined by: A B iff for all i, j = 0, . . . , n− 1:
aij  bij . Bn×n together with  also forms a boolean lattice. Joins and meets in Bn×n are
defined using ∨ and ∧ pointwise, too.
The height of a lattice is the number of different elements in a maximal -chain. The
height of Bn×n is therefore n2.
There are two distinguished elements of Bn×n: 0n is the zero matrix with all entries 0,
and 1n is the identity matrix with all entries 0 apart from those on the main diagonal which
are set to 1.
A matrix of type Bn×1, or Bn for short, is called a vector. We use letters u,v, . . . to
denote vectors and subscripted letters ui for their components.
2.2. Kripke structures
Let P = {p,q, . . .} be a finite set of propositional constants, and let Σ = {a, b, . . .} be
a finite set of atomic program names. A Kripke structure is a triple K = (S, { a−→ | a ∈
Σ}, {Iq | q ∈ P}) with S being a set of states, a−→ for every a ∈ Σ is a binary relation on
states, and Iq : 2S an interpretation of the proposition q in K. We will restrict ourselves to
finite structures.
Note that a Kripke structure is nothing more than a directed graph with labelled nodes
and edges. Since it is assumed to be finite, S can be linearly ordered as {s0, s1, . . . , sn−1}
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vS ∈ Bn. Thus, in the following we will assume a Kripke structure to be given as a sequence
{ a−→ | a ∈ Σ} of adjacency matrices of type Bn×n representing the accessibility relations,
and a sequence {Iq | q ∈ P} of vectors of type Bn representing the interpretation of each
atomic proposition. For better readability we continue to write si ∈ S instead of (uS)i = 1
where uS represents S ⊆ S . The same holds for pairs of states related by an accessibility
relation and adjacency matrices: si a−→ sj instead of ( a−→)ij = 1.
2.3. Context-free grammars
Before we can define the syntax and semantics of PDL formally, we recall the definition
of context-free grammars which are used to derive complex programs in PDL formulas.
A context-free grammar (CFG) [24] is a quadruple G = (N,Σ,S,P ) with N being
a finite set of variable symbols, Σ a finite set of terminal symbols, S ∈ N the starting
symbol, and P :N → 2(N∪Σ)∗ the set of production rules. P can be regarded as a system
of equations over the variables N , with right-hand sides built from variables and atomic
letters using language composition and union. The language L(G) ⊆ Σ∗ generated by G
is the projection of P ’s least fixpoint solution onto the starting symbol S.
Given a CFG G, we write |G| to denote its size, measured as the sum of the sizes of
each production rule.
2.4. Propositional dynamic logic with all extras
Formulas ϕ and programs α of PDL are defined simultaneously as follows.
ϕ ::= q | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ | 〈α〉ϕ | loop(α) | repeat(α)
α ::= a | α ∪ α | α ∩ α | α;α | α∗ | α | αc | ϕ? | G
where q ranges over P , a ranges over Σ , and G is a context-free grammar (CFG) over the
set Σ of terminal symbols.
Other formula operators can be introduced as abbreviations: ϕ ∧ ψ := ¬(¬ϕ ∨ ¬ψ),
ϕ → ψ := ¬ϕ ∨ ψ , [α]ϕ := ¬〈α〉¬ϕ, tt := q ∨ ¬q for some q ∈ P , and ff := ¬tt.
PDL formulas are interpreted over Kripke structures K = (S, { a−→ | a ∈ Σ}, {Iq | q ∈
P}). The semantics of a PDL formula and a PDL program is explained by simultaneous
induction on the size of formulas, resp. programs. Let s, t ∈ S .
s
α;β−→ t iff ∃u ∈ S s.t. s α−→u and u β−→ t
s
α∪β−→ t iff s α−→ t or s β−→ t
s
α∩β−→ t iff s α−→ t and s β−→ t
s
α∗−→ t iff ∃n ∈ N, s αn−→ t where ∀s, t ∈ S: s α0−→ s, and s αn+1−→ t iff s α;αn−→ t
s
α−→ t iff not s α−→ t
s
αc−→ t iff t α−→ s
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ϕ?−→ s iff s |= ϕ
s
G−→ t iff ∃w ∈ L(G), s.t. w = a1 . . . an for some n ∈ N and s a1;...;an−→ t
K, s |= q iff s ∈ Iq
K, s |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff K, s |= ϕ or K, s |= ψ
K, s |= ¬ϕ iff K, s |= ϕ
K, s |= 〈α〉ϕ iff ∃t ∈ S s.t. s α−→ t and t |= ϕ
K, s |= loop(α) iff s α−→ s
K, s |= repeat(α) iff ∃s0, s1, s2, . . . , s.t. s = s0 and ∀i ∈ N: si α−→ si+1
Later we will represent the semantics of a formula ϕ w.r.t. a Kripke structure K—i.e., the
set of its states satisfying it—by a boolean vector as mentioned above. In such a case,
K, s |= ϕ is a synonym for inclusion of s in this set.
3. Operations on matrices and vectors
The model checking algorithm for PDL uses adjacency matrices and boolean vectors
to represent programs and sets of states. Manipulations of these are carried out using the
following operations, most of which are standard.
Definition 1. Let A,B,C ∈ Bn×n, and u,v ∈ Bn for some n ∈ N.
union: C = A ∨ B iff ∀i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1: cij = aij ∨ bij
intersection: C = A ∧ B iff ∀i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1: cij = aij ∧ bij
composition: C = A × B iff ∀i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1: cij = 1 iff
∃k s.t. aik = bkj = 1
+-closure: C = A+ iff C =
∨
k1
Ak where A1 := A and Ak+1 := A × Ak
∗-closure: C = A∗ iff C = 1n ∨ A+
converse: C = Ac iff ∀i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1: cij = aji
negation: C = A iff ∀i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1: cij = aij
negation: u = v iff ∀i = 0, . . . , n − 1: ui = vi




diag: u = diag(A) iff ∀i = 0, . . . , n − 1: ui = aii
tilt: A = tilt(v) iff ∀i = 0, . . . , n − 1: aii = vi and ∀j = i: aij = 0
lasso: u = A iff u = A∗ × diag(A+)
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these operations can be computed efficiently.
Lemma 2. For matrices in Bn×n and vectors in Bn, the operations union, intersection,
composition, closure, converse, negation, diamond, diag, tilt, and lasso can be carried out
in time polynomial in n.
Proof. Union and intersection are defined pointwise, i.e., they require time O(n2). Compo-
sition is the usual matrix product with ∧ as scalar multiplication and ∨ as scalar addition.
Thus, it can be done in time O(n3) or better using a technique like Strassen’s algo-
rithm [25].
The transitive closure A+ of a matrix A does not need a possibly unbounded union.
Instead, it can be computed using Warshall’s algorithm in time O(n3) [26], and, hence, the
reflexive and transitive closure A∗ as well.
The converse of a matrix is easily built in time O(n2) by swapping the indices of each
entry. Negation takes time O(n2) on matrices and O(n) on vectors by changing every entry.
The diamond computation is the normal product of a matrix with a vector and can, hence,
be done in time O(n2). The diag operation simply returns the main diagonal of a matrix as
a vector, hence, it is possible in time O(n). The tilt operation takes a vector, makes it the
main diagonal of a matrix and sets all other entries to 0. It is possible in time O(n2).
Given all this, the lasso operation can be carried out in time O(n3), too. 
This covers the cases of all program operators apart from context-free grammars. Those
can also be computed in polynomial time using fixpoint iteration. For this to work, we need
to know that the corresponding mapping defined by a context-free grammar is monotonic.
Lemma 3. The operations union and composition are monotonic on Bn×n w.r.t. .
Proof. The operations ∨ and ∧ are monotonic on B, hence, monotonicity carries over to
B
n×n for any operation defined only in terms of these. 
Lemma 4. Given matrices a−→ ∈ Bn×n for any a ∈ Σ , and a context-free grammar G =
(N,Σ,S,P ), it is possible to compute G−→ in time polynomial in n.
Proof. We will associate with G a system of equations ‖G‖ over the variables in N of
type Bn×n. For each X ∈ N , ‖G‖ contains an equation of the form X = ‖⋃P(X)‖ where
‖a‖ := a−→ if a ∈ Σ
‖X‖ := X if X ∈ N
‖w ∪ v‖ := ‖w‖ ∨ ‖v‖
‖yw‖ := ‖y‖ × ‖w‖ if y ∈ Σ ∪ N
According to Lemma 3, all right-hand sides of ‖G‖ are monotonic in each variable.
According to the Knaster–Tarski Theorem [27], ‖G‖ possesses a unique least solution
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µ(X1, . . . ,Xm).‖G‖ to denote this solution and µXi.‖G‖ for its projection onto Xi . Now,
G−→ = µS.‖G‖ follows immediately from the equation µS.‖G‖ = ⋃w∈L(G) w−→ which
holds true by definition.
What remains to be seen is how µS.‖G‖ can be computed efficiently using simultaneous
fixpoint iteration in the boolean lattice Bn×n. Let for all i = 1, . . . ,m:
µ0(X1, . . . ,Xm).‖G‖ := 0n
µk+1(X1, . . . ,Xm).‖G‖ := ‖G‖
[
µkX1.‖G‖/X1, . . . ,µkXm.‖G‖/Xm
]
where the latter denotes simultaneous substitution of smaller approximants for the accord-
ing variables. Because of monotonicity we have
µ(X1, . . . ,Xm).‖G‖ =
⋃
k∈N
µk(X1, . . . ,Xm).‖G‖
However, the height of Bn×n is n2 and, hence, the fixpoint is found after no more than n2
iterations. Evaluating each right-hand side of an equation can be done in time O(|G| · n3)
according to Lemma 2. Therefore, µS.‖G‖ can be computed in time O(|G| · n5). 
4. The model checking problem
Proposition 5. The model checking problem for PDL is PTIME-hard.
In fact, it does not take much to achieve PTIME-hardness. The model checking problem
for modal logic K can be shown to be PTIME-hard by reduction from the alternating graph
reachability problem [28]: given a k ∈ N and a graph G = (V ,E) with two nodes s, t ,
two players alternatingly move a pebble along an edge starting from s. The question is to
decide whether or not the first player can force the pebble onto node t .
Modal logic K can be obtained from PDL by replacing 〈α〉ϕ and [α]ϕ syntactically withϕ and ϕ. This means there is only one atomic program whose name is irrelevant and
no program constructs. Then, the first player has a winning strategy from s iff
s |= qt ∨(qt ∨(qt ∨(qt ∨(qt ∨ . . .(qt ∨qt ) . . .))))
where qt is true exactly in node t , and the depth of this formula is |V |.
This result is well-known. We only include it here in order to stress the following re-
sult: model checking PDL remains in PTIME even if all the extra program constructs and
formula operators mentioned above are allowed.
Fig. 1 presents the model checking algorithm MC. It assumes a finite Kripke structure
K = (S, { a−→ | a ∈ Σ}, {Iq | q ∈ P}) to be given, and recurses on the structure of the
input formula just like a standard model checking procedure for multi-modal logic. It deals
with complex programs using the procedure Prog which returns the adjacency matrix
representing the accessibility relation of any program. Finally, the procedure CFG uses the
standard fixpoint iteration from Lemma 4 to compute the least fixpoint of the equational
system corresponding to a context-free grammar G.
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procedure MC(ϕ) : Bn
case ϕ of
q → Iq
ψ0 ∨ ψ1 → MC(ψ0) ∨ MC(ψ1)
¬ψ → MC(ψ)
〈α〉ψ → Prog(α) × MC(ψ)
loop(α) → diag(Prog(α))
repeat(α) → Prog(α)
procedure Prog(α) : Bn×n
case α of
a → a−→
β0 ∪ β1 → Prog(β0) ∨ Prog(β1)
β0 ∩ β1 → Prog(β0) ∧ Prog(β1)






procedure CFG(E = {Xi = φi | i = 1, . . . , k}) : Bn×n






j := j + 1



















Fig. 1. A model checking procedure for PDL.
W.l.o.g. we assume G = ({X1, . . . ,Xk},Σ,X1,P ) for some k ∈ N, s.t. for all i =
1, . . . , k: P(Xi) = φi for some expression φi of the form w1 ∪ · · · ∪ wm with wj ∈
(Σ ∪ {X1, . . . ,Xk})∗. Function eval takes an expression of the form
(A11 × · · · × A1m1) ∨ · · · ∨ (Al1 × · · · × Alml )
over matrices and simply evaluates it using the operations union and composition.
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or a program α, we have s ∈ MC(ϕ) iff K, s |= ϕ, and Prog(α) = α−→.
Proof. Assume S = {s0, . . . , sn−1}. The claim is proved by simultaneous induction on the
structure of the formula ϕ and the program α. We deal with the formulas first.
Formulas: The claim is trivially true for atomic propositions, and follows immediately
from the hypothesis for the cases of ϕ = ψ0 ∨ ψ1 and ϕ = ¬ψ .
Case ϕ = 〈α〉ψ . According to the hypothesis concerning programs, Prog(α) correctly
computes the adjacency matrix α−→. Furthermore, sj ∈ MC(ψ) iff sj |= ψ for any sj ∈ S .




α−→)ik ∧ MC(ψ)k = 1
Hence, si ∈ MC(ϕ) iff there is a sk ∈ MC(ψ) with si α−→ sk , i.e., si |= 〈α〉ψ .
Case ϕ = loop(α). Again, Prog(α) yields a representation for α−→ according to the
hypothesis. Then si ∈ diag( α−→) iff si α−→ si iff si |= loop(α).
Case ϕ = repeat(α). By the hypothesis we have Prog(α) = α−→. Now, α−→+ repre-
sents the transitive closure of α−→, and, hence, diag( α−→+) represents all the states that are
reachable from themselves through an arbitrary and non-zero number of α-steps. Finally,
α−→ represents all states from which an α-cycling state is reachable via α-steps. Clearly,
these are all the states in a finite model from which an infinite sequence of α-transitions
emerges. Therefore, s ∈ MC(repeat(α)) iff K, s |= repeat(α).
Programs: Again, the claim is trivially true for atomic programs α = a, and follows
immediately from the hypothesis for the cases of α = β0 ∪ β1, α = β0 ∩ β1, α = β , and
α = βc.
Case α = β0;β1. By the hypothesis we have Prog(βi) = βi−→ for i = 0,1. Moreover,
for all i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1 we have (si , sj ) ∈ Prog(α) iff ( β0−→× β1−→)ij = 1 iff there is a
k s.t. (
β0−→)ik = ( β1−→)kj = 1 iff there is a state sk s.t. si β0−→ sk and sk β1−→ sj iff si β0;β1−→ sj .
Case α = β∗. The claim follows immediately from the hypothesis and the fact that B∗
represents the reflexive and transitive closure of B .
Case α = ϕ?. According to the hypothesis we have s ∈ MC(ϕ) iff K, s |= ϕ. Then for
any i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1 we have tilt(MC(ϕ))ij = 1 iff i = j and K, si |= ϕ, i.e., si ϕ?−→ sj .
Case α = G. This case does not need the hypothesis. Instead, note that procedure CFG
iteratively computes the representations of approximants Xji to the languages L(Gi) where
Gi := ({X1, . . . ,Xk},Σ,Xi,P ). Furthermore, it returns Xj1 only if Xji = Xj−1i for all i,
i.e., when the least fixpoint is found. But termination of this procedure is guaranteed by
Lemma 3 and the fact that Bn×n has finite height only. 
Theorem 7. The model checking problem for PDL is in PTIME.
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According to Theorem 6, MC(ϕ) computes all the states s s.t. K, s |= ϕ. Note that each
subformula and subprogram of ϕ is only visited once by either MC, Prog or CFG. Further-
more, according to Lemmas 2 and 4, all the operations needed in each case can be done
in time at most O(|ϕ| · n5). Thus, the overall running time of algorithm MC is bounded by
O(|ϕ|2 · n5). 
5. Conclusion
We have shown that the model checking problem for Propositional Dynamic Logic
is still in PTIME even in the presence of additional formula or program operators. The
presented algorithm is global in the sense that it computes, given a Kripke structure and a
PDL formula, all states satisfying the formula. It remains to be seen whether this algorithm
can be transformed into a local one, i.e., one that traverses the Kripke structure on demand
only. We believe that transforming context-free grammars into Greibach normal form [29]
is a helpful step towards a local algorithm.
This could also solve the question of whether or not there is an asymptotically better
algorithm than the one presented here.
It also remains to be seen how the set of program operators can be enriched whilst still
having a polynomial time model checking problem. A natural way is to consider richer
classes of formal languages generated by alternating context-free grammars [30], conjunc-
tive grammars [31], context-sensitive grammars, etc.
Another program construct that is not considered here but has occurred in the litera-
ture is the interleaving operator [32]. The interleaving of programs α and β is the union
over all sequences of atomic steps within α and β , preserving their respective orders. We
did non include it here because the interpretation of the combination of interleaving and
intersection would be arbitrary.
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